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Constant carbon pricing increases support for
climate action compared to ramping up costs
over time
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The introduction of policies that increase the price of carbon is central to limiting the adverse effects of global warming.
Conventional wisdom holds that, of the possible cost paths, gradually raising costs relating to climate action will receive the
most public support. Here, we explore mass support for dynamic cost paths in four major economies (France, Germany, the
United Kingdom and the United States). We find that, for a given level of average costs, increasing cost paths receive little support whereas constant cost schedules are backed by majorities in all countries irrespective of whether those average costs are
low or high. Experimental evidence indicates that constant cost paths significantly reduce opposition to climate action relative
to increasing cost paths. Preferences for climate cost paths are related to the time horizons of individuals and their desire to
smooth consumption over time.

T

wo decades ago, over a dozen national academies of sciences
urged policymakers to take prompt action to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases1. Although scholars have continued to assess the numerous ways in which climate change affects
humans2,3, animals4,5 and plants6,7 on Earth, governments have been
hesitant to pursue policies able to successfully reduce emissions8,9
because of a costs–participation dilemma: to be effective, climate
policy must raise the price of carbon and include most countries of
the world. Realizing both of these objectives is challenging because
climate action is voluntary and existing studies demonstrate that
publics are averse to costs10–13. A potential response to this problem
is the ‘ramping-up principle’, that is, the idea that the price of carbon should be gradually increased to give publics time to adjust to
stricter regulations8. Although intuitively appealing, it is not clear
whether publics do indeed prefer increasing cost paths over alternative cost schedules or whether they simply favour climate policies
with average low costs. Previous work has explored the willingness
of individuals to invest in energy efficiency improvements14,15 and
public approval of costly climate policy initiatives16–20. So far, there
exists no systematic evidence on which intertemporal cost paths
maximize public support for climate action.

Mapping mass support for climate cost schedules

To characterize mass preferences over climate cost paths, we
devised a survey that we conducted among representative samples
of adult populations (n = 10,075) in four major economies (France,
Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States). The sociodemographic margins for the raw and weighted samples along with the
population margins for each country are shown in Supplementary
Table 1. We first studied support for different climate cost schedules
using a direct question item to introduce the idea of an international
agreement that would entail certain average costs per month and
per household. The survey then presented respondents with four
different ways to distribute the costs of implementing an international climate agreement over time and asked them to indicate

which cost schedule they would select in a referendum given a certain cost level average (Fig. 1; see the Methods for the wording of
the questions). The cost level was held constant for respondents in
the United States, but we randomized whether the average monthly
household costs for implementing the agreement were expected to
be low (€28, €39 and £15) or high (€113, €154 and £60) in France,
Germany and the United Kingdom, respectively. These values have
been used in previous research10 and correspond to approximately
0.5% and 2.0% of gross domestic product (GDP) expressed in average monthly costs per household.
The share of respondents who preferred a constant allocation
of climate costs over time as opposed to other options, including
an increasing cost path, is shown in Figure 2. The results are virtually identical for the weighted data (see Extended Data Fig. 1). The
pooled responses show that 58% of all individuals selected a constant cost path whereas only 12% preferred an increasing cost path
(Fig. 2a). When we inspected responses separately by country, we
found that the constant cost schedule received majority support in
each of the four countries (Fig. 2b). We also explored whether preferences for climate cost paths reflected expectations about average
cost levels. When breaking out the results by cost treatment, we still
found that a majority preferred a constant cost path over increasing,
decreasing and inverse U-shaped allocations in both the low-cost
and the high-cost conditions. These results indicate that ramping
up climate costs over time may provoke more public opposition
than a policy that keeps the costs of climate action stable, even if the
average cost level is relatively high (€113, €154 and £60 per month
and per household in France, Germany and the United Kingdom,
respectively).

The causal effects of cost schedules

Our mapping of the distribution of support for different climate
cost paths suggested a correlation between a constant distribution
of costs and climate policy support. However, it remained unclear
whether a constant cost path does in fact cause a higher level of
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Fig. 1 | Cost paths presented to respondents. Respondents were asked to select their preferred time path from four options: constant, increasing,
decreasing and inverse U-shaped. The order in which these options were shown was randomized across respondents.

public approval than that caused by the widely discussed option
of an increasing cost schedule, and how sizeable this effect is relative to the level of costs. To answer these questions, we devised a
randomized climate cost conjoint experiment10,21. The experiment
presented respondents with two climate policy scenarios and asked
them to indicate which of the two they prefer. Each respondent
completed eight conjoint tasks, each of which specified both the
temporal allocation of costs that each scenario entailed (increasing,
constant or decreasing) and the associated average costs to households (0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0% or 2.5% of GDP), along with other policy
features (see Methods). By independently randomizing both the
level of costs and their temporal distribution, this approach allowed
us to separate and directly compare the causal effects of these two
forces (see Methods). The instructions to respondents, along with
an example conjoint task, are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. For
our analysis, each policy profile was treated as one observation. We
estimate the causal effects of climate cost paths on policy support
by regressing whether a scenario was chosen on indicator variables
for each randomly assigned attribute value. The full results of the
conjoint analysis are shown in Extended Data Fig. 2.
Our estimates of how costs paths affect policy support, along
with 95% and 99% robust confidence intervals, are shown in Fig. 3a.
Moving from an increasing to a constant cost path caused a
significant increase in policy support by 7 percentage points compared to the widely discussed option of ramping up costs over
time (the reference category), even when we explicitly specified
and fixed the cost level of the policy proposal. At the same time,
decreasing cost schedules also raised climate policy support compared to the increasing cost path. The causal effects estimated from
the conjoint analysis show how cost paths changed the average
level of support, but may as such not be informative about the level
of support for a particular policy package, which was 50% across
all profiles by design in the forced-choice, paired-profile conjoint

experiment. We also note that the causal effect estimates are a function of both the preference for a policy feature and the intensity of
that preference, which contrasts to the analysis above in which the
estimates are simply a function of the number of individuals who
prefer a given cost schedule (Fig. 2). Understanding the rationale
for the positive estimate of the decreasing cost path in the conjoint
experiment seems a productive inquiry for future research, but we
focus primarily on the comparison between constant costs and
increasing costs in the remainder of this paper because constant
costs are preferred to an increasing time path across both measurement strategies.
To put the sensitivity to cost paths into perspective, we also
visualized the causal effects of cost levels with support for climate
action (Fig. 3a). First, consistent with previous research, costs had
a significant and substantively noteworthy effect on public support.
Second, when using these estimates to benchmark the sensitivity to
an increasing domestic cost path, the effect of switching from a constant to an increasing schedule was similar to doubling the average
monthly household costs from 0.5% of GDP (€28, €39, £15 and $53)
to 1.0% of GDP (€56, €77, £30 and $107). These results are robust
across all four countries (Fig. 3b). Overall, both the pooled estimates and the results by country suggest that constant and decreasing cost schedules increase the willingness to support climate action
compared to a policy with increasing costs over time.
Although the results provide information about the causal effect
of cost paths on the support of publics for climate action, opposition to an increasing cost schedule could reflect concerns about rising cost levels. To address this, we explicitly informed respondents
to the survey that, in the various scenarios, costs were distributed
differently over time but average household costs across the plans
remained unchanged. Furthermore, we re-estimated the cost path
effects separately by cost level to explore whether the aversion to an
increasing cost schedule depended strongly on costs (Fig. 4).
Nature Climate Change | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange
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Fig. 2 | Preferences for distributing climate costs over time. a,b, The percentage of respondents who prefer constant, increasing, decreasing or inverse
U-shaped intertemporal allocations of climate costs. Data are pooled (a) (n = 10,075) and by country (b) (France, n = 2,000; Germany, n = 2,000; United
Kingdom, n = 2,000; United States, n = 4,075). c, Low average household costs for implementing the agreement were set to €28, €39 and £15 for France,
Germany and the United Kingdom, respectively. d, High average household costs for implementing the agreement were set to €113, €154 and £60 for
France, Germany and the United Kingdom, respectively.

A constant cost schedule increased support by 8 percentage
points if costs were low (0.5% of GDP) and by 6 percentage points
if costs were high (2.5% of GDP). This suggests that the aversion to
increasing cost paths is unlikely to be explained by concerns about
average cost levels. Comparison of decreasing cost paths to constant cost paths showed that decreasing schedules were only preferred over constant plans when costs were particularly high (2.0%
of GDP or more). In addition, we considered the possibility that
respondents would have different expectations about when costs
would commence depending on the cost schedule. We devised an
alternative version of the conjoint experiment that replaced the cost
path attribute with information about the year in which household
contributions would start. These values were drawn from a continuous set of integers ranging from 2020 to 2040. This version of the
climate action conjoint experiment was completed by 680 randomly
chosen respondents from the United States.
Nature Climate Change | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange

We examined the causal effect of start year by regressing policy
support on a full set of indicator values that binned the start year
integers into 2-year periods. If publics were mostly concerned about
cost avoidance, a later starting period should significantly increase
public approval. The results (Fig. 5) indicate that changing the start
year had no significant effect on support for climate action. Overall,
this evidence is consistent with the idea that publics prefer cost stability, a tendency that seems to be relatively independent of concerns related to cost levels.

Stability and predictability drive support for constant costs

To assess potential explanations for why publics prefer constant cost
paths over the intuitively appealing ramping-up approach, our survey included an open-ended question that asked respondents why
they selected a certain cost path. We then performed an exploratory
text analysis of the responses (see Methods) to determine which
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Fig. 3 | Support for climate action as a function of cost paths and cost levels. a,b, Results are pooled (a) (n = 129,280 policy profiles) or by country
(b) (France, n = 32,000; Germany, n = 32,000; United Kingdom, n = 32,000; United States, n = 33,280 policy profiles). Dots with horizontal lines are
point estimates from linear least squares regressions of climate policy chosen on randomly assigned cost path and cost level attributes. Error bars
indicate 95% and 99% confidence intervals computed from robust standard errors clustered by respondent. Results with weighting are shown in
Extended Data Figs. 3,4.

words were predictive of an individual’s time path choice22. The distinctiveness and frequency of the 20 most distinguishing terms for
each country and time path are shown in Fig. 6.
Word stems such as ‘budget’, ‘easier’, and ‘know’ were systematic
predictors of choosing the constant cost path, which indicates that
the popularity of this option was related to the desire of individuals
to simplify budgeting and planning for the future. Additional word
stems were related to stability concerns that could be expected if
individuals tried to smooth consumption over time. Consistent with
the rationale underlying the ramping-up approach8, individuals that
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Fig. 4 | Support for climate action as a function of cost paths by cost level.
Causal effects of climate cost paths on policy support estimated separately
for each randomly assigned cost level (0.5% of GDP, n = 32,305; 1% of
GDP, n = 32,373; 2% of GDP, n = 32,367; 2.5% of GDP, n = 32,235 policy
profiles). Dots with horizontal lines are point estimates from linear least
squares regressions of climate policy chosen on randomly assigned cost
path attributes. Error bars indicate 95% and 99% confidence intervals
computed from robust standard errors clustered by respondent. Results
with weighting are shown in Extended Data Fig. 5.

supported an increasing cost path in part justified this preference by
highlighting that this schedule allowed publics to gradually adjust
to rising costs. However, respondents also chose this option in the
hope that delayed costs would be felt less strongly, arguably because
of wage increases and inflation, because they themselves would be
too old or no longer alive, or because they generally discounted
future income and consumption. Respondents who preferred
higher costs up front that decreased over time emphasized the need
to make investments now, which they believed to be essential to
confronting climate change.
The text analysis suggests at least two theoretical explanations
for why people prefer a constant cost path over an increasing schedule: consumption smoothing and time discounting. Consumption
smoothing refers to the extent that individual utility in intertemporal choices is characterized by diminishing marginal utility so
that individuals prefer to consume similar amounts across time. A
recent study finds that experimental estimates of diminishing marginal utility predict preferences over large-stake payment plans (D.
Aycinena, S. Blazsek, L. Rentschler and C. Sprenger, personal communication). Individuals with a strong preference for consumption
smoothing should prefer constant cost plans over increasing schedules. Many studies have demonstrated the importance of time discounting23,24 for understanding individual decisions on borrowing25
and saving26, the willingness to invest in clean energy14, as well as
the policy preferences of elected officials27. Individuals who exhibit
relatively high levels of patience (that is, low discounting) probably
also prefer constant to increasing plans.
To assess these two arguments, our survey instrument included
an item to capture an individual’s general preference for intertemporal smoothing and time discounting (patience). The measurement
of these preferences relies on the convex time budget approach28,29 in
which respondents are asked to repeatedly choose a bundle of payments that will pay out some combination of a lower payout sooner
or a higher payout later. Our respondents chose from a set of six
options that included both extreme cases in which the full payment
is realized either sooner or later as well as mixed bundles. The differences in those choices allowed separate identification of attitudes
toward consumption smoothing, present bias and time discounting.
See Methods for details about this measurement approach.
We investigated the importance of consumption smoothing
and discounting by regressing cost path choice on a dichotomized
Nature Climate Change | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange
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smoothing parameter variable, a measure of patience (both set to
one for respondents with above-median values and zero otherwise),
and a full set of sociodemographic predictors in a multinomial probit model. We find that individuals with a higher desire to smooth
consumption are significantly more likely to select the constant cost
path over the increasing and decreasing climate cost paths. Similarly,
respondents who were more patient were significantly more likely
to support a constant climate cost schedule over time-varying cost
paths such as the ramping-up approach (Supplementary Table 2).
Overall, the predictive patterns indicate that, consistent with the
results from our analysis of respondents’ answers to our open-ended
question, general attitudes towards time seem to play a systematic
role in understanding mass preferences for constant over dynamic
cost paths.
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Credible climate policies will have to raise the price of carbon, and
the public are concerned about these costs even if they believe the
science of climate change and generally would like governments to
address the issue. One intuitively appealing approach to this problem is to ramp up the costs of climate action over time. This lowers
costs in the near to medium term but also requires individuals to
keep adjusting to steadily increasing carbon prices. Our results indicate that such cost plans run the risk of reducing support for climate
policies because many individuals prefer to smooth their consumption over time. The ramping-up approach could remain politically
feasible if some voters focus on near-term costs or if policy experience causes mass preferences to become more favourable towards
costly climate action in general. But to the extent that policymakers

10

Change in chosen policy profile (percentage points)

Fig. 5 | Support for climate action as a function of cost paths by start year.
Results from a conjoint experiment conducted in a separate section of
the United States survey that randomized the year in which contributions
would start (n = 10,880 policy profiles; see Methods for details). Dots with
horizontal lines are point estimates from linear least squares regressions
of climate policy chosen on randomly assigned cost path attributes. Error
bars indicate 95% and 99% confidence intervals computed from robust
standard errors clustered by respondent. Results with weighting are shown
in Extended Data Fig. 6.
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seek to design policies that are transparent and meet meaningful
emission reduction goals, constant cost plans promise more support
for climate action relative to ramping-up approaches. Moreover,
owing to the delay in large-scale policy responses to climate change,
countries will probably have to pursue more progressive and costly
climate action to limit the adverse effects of global warming. The
drop in support because of higher costs associated with these more
ambitious policy efforts may be at least partially mitigated by selecting a set of attractive design features such as the constant distribution of costs.
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Methods

Sample. We carried out our survey in four major economies (France, Germany,
the United Kingdom and the United States). The survey was conducted online by
YouGov using matched sampling. Propensity scores were used to match available
internet respondents (participants of the YouGov online panel) to a stratified
random sample of the target adult population. The propensity score model
included age, gender, years of education and region (European countries), or age,
gender, race or ethnicity, years of education and region (the United States).
United States. The survey period was 18 December 2018 to 3 January 2019. The
sampling frame for the target population was constructed from the full 2016
American Community Survey. All matched respondents were then assigned
weights stratified on 2016 presidential vote, age, gender, race and education to
correct for remaining imbalances. The final number of respondents was 4,075.
France, Germany and the United Kingdom. The survey period was 31 March 2019
to 4 April 2019. The sampling frames for the target populations were constructed
from the 2018 Eurobarometer survey for selection within strata by weighted
sampling with replacements (using the person weights on the public use file). The
final number of observations was 2,000 for France, 2,000 for Germany, and 2,000
for the United Kingdom. The distributions of sociodemographic characteristics in
the population, the raw samples and the weighted samples by country are reported
in Supplementary Table 1.
Measurements. We measured individual tendency to discount future events
and the preference for consumption smoothing using the convex time budget
method28,29. The allocation of payments xt and xt+k between period t and t + k was
considered. The utility function of an individual was defined as:
 α
α
if t ¼ 0
xt þ βδk xtþk
U ðxt ; xtþk Þ ¼
α
xtα þ δk xtþk
if t > 0
where α measures consumption smoothing as the utility function curvature, δ
denotes long-run time discounting, and β captures present bias. We estimated
these parameters using the choices of respondents in a convex time budget task.
In this task, respondents were asked to select a bundle of payments that would be
received at time t and t + k, where each choice comprised the cases in which the full
payment occurred at time t and t + k and also included four convex combinations.
For example, a choice task might ask respondents to choose between a combination
of US$19 today and $0 in 5 weeks, a combination of $0 today and $20 in 5 weeks,
as well as the following four convex combinations of these two: $15.20 today and
$4.00 in 5 weeks, $11.40 today and $8.00 in 5 weeks, $7.60 today and $12.00 in 5
weeks, and $3.80 today and $16.00 in 5 weeks.
This example compares payments today to payments in 5 weeks. Following
existing work28, we asked respondents to also assess budgets in which the earlier
payment would occur at t > 0 and the later payment after that. Variation in
individual choices provided information to estimate the consumption smoothing
parameter α and the other parameters mentioned above using individual-level
regressions.
Parameters were estimated by regressing the natural log of the ratio of the
chosen earlier and later payments on the number of days to the first payment,
the number of days that the payment is delayed, and the natural log of the price
ratio of the later payments to the earlier payments. Our estimate of the smoothing
parameter α was the inverse of the coefficient on the price ratio. The time
discounting (or patience) parameter was the exponent of the ratio of the coefficient
on the temporal delay to the coefficient on the natural log of the price ratio. To
deal with extreme values we trimmed the estimated parameters at the 5th and
95th percentiles. We then transformed the estimated parameters into an indicator
variable that equals one if a respondent’s consumption smoothing measure was
greater than the median and is zero otherwise (Supplementary Table 2). Similarly,
we constructed an indicator variable that took a value of one if a respondent’s time
discounting estimated parameter was above the median, thus corresponding to a
relatively high degree of patience.
The sociodemographic predictors that were used included gender, age, income,
education and children. Age categories were 18–34 years, 35–49 years, 50–64 years,
and 65 years and above. Respondents were divided into three income categories
such that the sample in each country was equally split between these groups.
Education was also split into three categories adjusted to the education system of
each country, with groupings broadly corresponding to less than a high school
degree, a high school degree or more and a bachelor’s degree or more. ‘Children’
was measured as a binary variable that took a value of one if the respondent
indicated having any children.
Cost schedule questions. The full survey instrument is available as part of the
replication archive for this study. Our main outcome variables were based on two
items, namely a climate agreement item and a climate cost path item.
The climate agreement item was as follows:
“As you probably know, many experts say that countries should take action to
address global warming.
Nature Climate Change | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange
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Suppose [your country] is considering joining an international agreement to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Implementing the agreement would mean that
each household would have to pay on average [France, €28, €113; Germany, €39,
€154; the United Kingdom, £15, £60; the United States, $107] more per month
through, for example, higher energy prices.
Generally speaking, do you approve or disapprove of [France, Germany, the
United Kingdom, the United States] joining such an agreement?”
Respondents were asked to answer on a scale from 1 (strongly approve) to 10
(strongly disapprove).
The climate cost path item was as follows:
“Regardless of your previous answer, suppose [France, Germany, the United
Kingdom, the United States] is going to implement that international agreement
and the household costs would still be [same costs as above] per month on average.
However, there are different ways of distributing these costs over time.
The figures below indicate four alternatives. If you had to select one of the
options in a referendum, which would you chose? Please carefully consider the
available options.”
The options were presented to respondents as shown in Fig. 1. The preferences
for distributing climate costs over time, shown in Fig. 2, were calculated as the
share of respondents who selected a particular time path. We investigated the role
of different individual-level covariates using a multinomial probit regression. The
four possible values of the outcome variable corresponded to the four time path
options available to respondents. Our independent variables were the measures of
consumption smoothing, patience and the sociodemographic covariates described
above (the results are reported in Supplementary Table 2).
Climate cost conjoint experiment. The forced-choice conjoint experiment
started by explaining to respondents that they were about to see a pair of policies,
from which they would be asked to choose their preferred option. The full
introductory text is available in Supplementary Fig. 1a. Respondents then
saw two possible climate policies side by side, with information about eight
different aspects of each policy. They were then asked to choose which of the two
policy sets they would prefer to see enacted. An example of such a task is shown
in Supplementary Fig. 1b. Each respondent was asked to make a choice regarding
eight different pairs of policies. Our analysis treats one policy scenario or proposal
as one observation.
The randomized policy features comprised the policy’s cost to the average
household, the distribution of those costs over time, and the percentage of revenues
used for adaptation and mitigation efforts. Information was provided on each of
these features regarding the respondents’ own country and other major economies.
The temporal distribution feature could take increasing, decreasing or constant
values. The percentages of revenue spent varied between 0% and 100%, such that
adaptation and mitigation together summed to 100%. The different household cost
values for each country were equivalent to 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5% of per
capita GDP (see Extended Data Fig. 2).
Each of the policy features was randomized separately. One of the strengths
of conjoint experiments is that this separate randomization allows for the direct
calculation of the treatment effect of different values of the features, that is, the
average marginal component effect21. This causal effect captures the change in
probability that a respondent will choose a particular profile with that value,
compared to a profile with the baseline value for that policy feature. We computed
this treatment effect using linear regression, where the unit of analysis was a
policy profile and the outcome of interest was whether the profile was selected
by the respondent. Standard errors were clustered by respondent to account for
within-individual correlation of the error term (see Extended Data Fig. 2 for the
resulting treatment effects). To investigate differences between populations of
respondents, we estimated this regression separately for different subgroups.
All respondents in France, Germany and the United Kingdom completed
the climate cost path conjoint experiment. In the United States, this conjoint
experiment was administered to 2,080 randomly chosen respondents (about 50%
of the total sample). Each respondent performed eight conjoint tasks in which
they assessed two profiles simultaneously. The results (Fig. 5) rely on an alternative
version of the climate conjoint experiment that replaced the cost schedule attribute
with the randomly assigned year in which household contributions would start.
This conjoint experiment was administered to 680 randomly chosen respondents
in the United States. Each respondent again performed eight conjoint tasks
in which they assessed two profiles simultaneously. Therefore, the number of
observations for this analysis is 10,880.
Quantitative text analysis. After selecting one of the four time paths, respondents
were asked an open-ended question that read “Please let us know why you chose
this response”. The text analysis that we performed on the responses to these
questions was not preregistered. We first applied standard text-as-data cleaning
procedures to these responses by removing all punctuation, capitalization and word
orderings to treat the responses as a ‘bag of words’. In each of the three languages,
we discarded common stop words (for example, ‘the’ and ‘and’) and we stemmed
each word to combine related terms (for example, ‘consistently’ and ‘consistency’
both became ‘consist’). We then discarded rare terms, namely those that occurred
less than five times across answers from a particular country. After this cleaning
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process, we were left with 9,428 responses containing at least one useable term
(United States, 3,844; United Kingdom, 1,887; France, 1,894; Germany, 1,803).
To identify the words that best predicted the time path option that a respondent
had selected, we applied the ‘Fightin’ Words’ algorithm22. The basic intuition of
this measure is captured by a normal log odds ratio. For a given time path k and a
given word j, we calculated the log odds ratio according to the probability of a text
string containing that word j being written by a respondent who chose option k or
another option:




PðkjjÞ
Pð:kjjÞ
Log odds ratioj;k ¼ log
� log
1 � PðkjjÞ
1 � Pð:kjjÞ
The approach developed in ref. 22 produces a similar measure, but with useful
regularization. The model sets up the text corpus as a multinomial distribution, with
a Dirichlet prior on the probabilities of different topics based on different words:
π  DirichletðαÞ
yk  Multinomialðnk ; πk Þ

Using an informative prior avoids overfitting to rare terms. We followed the
approach in ref. 22 and used the average number of words per text such that α = 5 in
our application. Furthermore, we emphasized words for which the estimates were
more certain by reweighting words using their variance. To this end, we employed
the z-score of the log odds ratio, which is the regularized log odds ratio divided by its
standard deviation. This z-score is the measure displayed on the vertical axis in Fig. 6.
Preregistration. This study has been preregistered at the American Economic
Association’s registry for randomized controlled trials, under AEARCTR-0004090.
Ethics oversight. This study was approved by the internal review boards of
Washington University in St. Louis (201803178) and Stanford University
(eProtocol 46325).
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Preferences for distributing climate costs over time (weighted data). The percentage of respondents who prefer constant,
increasing, decreasing, or inverse U-shaped intertemporal allocations of climate costs (n = 10,075).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | The causal effects of cost path, cost level, and other policy attributes on public support. Dots with horizontal lines are point
estimates from a linear least squares regression of climate policy chosen (n = 129,280) on randomly assigned cost path, cost level, and revenue investment
attributes. Error bars indicate 95% and 99% confidence intervals computed from robust standard errors clustered by respondent.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Support for climate action as a function of cost paths and cost levels (weighted data). Dots with horizontal lines are point
estimates from linear least squares regressions of climate policy chosen on randomly assigned cost path and cost level attributes. Error bars indicate 95%
and 99% confidence intervals computed from robust standard errors clustered by respondent, n(policy profiles)=129,280.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Support for climate action as a function of cost paths and cost levels by country (weighted data). Dots with horizontal lines are
point estimates from linear least squares regressions of climate policy chosen on randomly assigned cost path and cost level attributes. Error bars indicate
95% and 99% confidence intervals computed from robust standard errors clustered by respondent, n(France, policy profiles)=32,000, n(Germany, policy
profiles)=32,000, n(United Kingdom, policy profiles)=32,000, n(United States, policy profiles)=33,280.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Support for climate action as a function of cost paths by cost level (weighted data). Causal effects of climate cost paths on policy
support estimated separately for each randomly assigned cost level, n(0.5% of GDP, policy profiles)=32,305, n(1% of GDP, policy profiles)=32,373,
n(2% of GDP, policy profiles)=32,367, n(2.5% of GDP, policy profiles)=32,235. Dots with horizontal lines are point estimates from linear least squares
regressions of climate policy chosen on randomly assigned cost path attributes. Error bars indicate 95% and 99% confidence intervals computed from
robust standard errors clustered by respondent.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Support for climate action as a function of cost paths by cost level (weighted data). Results from a conjoint experiment conducted
in a separate section of the United States survey that randomized the year in which contributions would start, n(policy profiles)=10,880, see Methods
section for details. Dots with horizontal lines are point estimates from linear least squares regressions of climate policy chosen on randomly assigned cost
path attributes. Error bars indicate 95% and 99% confidence intervals computed from robust standard errors clustered by respondent.
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Study description

Survey

Research sample

Representative sample of the adult populations in the US, UK, Germany, and France.

Sampling strategy

We fielded our survey in four major economies that belong to the group of Annex 1 countries (France, Germany, the United Kingdom,
and the United States). The survey was conducted online by YouGov on representative samples of the adult populations. YouGov
employs matched sampling in which interviews are conducted from participants in YouGov’s online panel. Matched sampling involves
taking a stratified random sample of the target population and then matching available internet respondents to the target sample using
propensity scores. The propensity score model included age, gender, years of education, and region for the European countries and
gender, age, race/ethnicity, region, and education for the United States.

Data collection

Computer (online survey)

Timing

United States: The field period was December 18, 2018 to January 3, 2019.
France, Germany, United Kingdom: The field period was March 31, 2019 to April 04, 2019.

Data exclusions

United States: YouGov interviewed 4081 respondents. 6 were excluded from the analyses because they did not meet the age
requirement. The final n was 4,075.
UK: YouGov interviewed 2135 respondents who were then matched down to a sample of 2000 to produce the final dataset using
matched sampling (see above).
Germany: YouGov interviewed 2093 respondents who were then matched down to a sample of 2000 to produce the final dataset using
matched sampling (see above).
France: YouGov interviewed 2039 respondents who were then matched down to a
sample of 2000 to produce the final dataset using matched sampling (see above).

Non-participation

The universe of possible individual was YouGov's opt-in sample. Respondents were drawn from this sample using the matched sampling
approach described above.

Randomization

Random allocation.
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The universe of possible individual was YouGov's opt-in sample. Respondents were drawn from this sample using the matched
sampling approach described above to obtain samples representative of adult populations in the countries studied.

Ethics oversight

The study was approved by the Internal Review Boards at Washington University in St. Louis (#201803178) and Stanford
University (eProtocol 46325).
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